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Faults of wind turbine generator electromechanical parts are common and very expensive. This paper intro-
duces a generator fault-tolerant control scheme for variable-speed variable-pitch wind turbines that can be applied
regardless to the AC generator used. The focus is on generator stator isolation inter-turn fault that can be diag-
nosed and characterised before triggering the safety device. An extension of the conventional wind turbine control
structure is proposed that prevents the fault propagation while power delivery under fault is deteriorated as less
as possible compared to healthy machine conditions. Fault-induced and inherent asymmetries of the generator are
estimated and respected by the field-oriented control of the generator to eliminate torque oscillations. An approach
for asymmetry detection based on an unscented Kalman filter is proposed. Presented fault-tolerant control strategy
is developed taking into account its modular implementation and installation in available control systems of existing
wind turbines to extend their exploitable life span and increase energy production. Simulation results for the case
of a megawatt class wind turbine are presented.

Key words: Wind turbine control, Generator fault-tolerant control, Stator winding isolation fault, Nonlinear esti-
mation, Asymmetric field-oriented control

Upravljanje vjetroagregatom otporno na me�uzavojske kvarove statorskog namota generatora. Kvarovi
elektromehaničkih dijelova generatora vjetroagregata česti su i izrazito skupi. U ovom radu predstavljen je koncept
na kvarove otpornog upravljanja generatorom vjetroagregata s promjenjivom brzinom vrtnje i zakretom lopatica
primjenjiv bez obzira na tip korištenog izmjeničnog generatora. Naglasak je stavljen na oštećenje izolacije unu-
tar namota jedne faze statora generatora koje se može dijagnosticirati i okarakterizirati prije aktiviranja sustava
zaštite. Predložena je nadogradnja postojećeg sustava upravljanja vjetroagregatom koja sprječava širenje kvara i
pritom postiže čim manje smanjenje proizvodnje električne energije u odnosu na normalan režim rada. Tako�er je
prikazano vektorsko upravljanje generatorom koje uzima u obzir nesimetrije generatora, kako one nastale uslijed
djelovanja kvara, tako i one inherentne. U radu je prikazan pristup za otkrivanje nesimetrija generatora zasno-
van na nederivacijskom Kalmanovu filtru. Predstavljena strategija upravljanja razvijena je uvažavajući mogućnost
modularnog nadovezivanja na postojeće algoritme upravljanja već postavljenih vjetroagregata s ciljem produženja
njihova životnog vijeka i povećanja proizvodnje energije. Dani su simulacijski rezultati za slučaj vjetroagregata iz
megavatne klase.

Ključne riječi: upravljanje vjetroagregatom, upravljanje otporno na kvarove generatora, kvar izolacije statorskog
namota, nelinearna estimacija, vektorsko upravljanje nesimetričnim strojem

1 INTRODUCTION

Increasing interest in renewable energy sources and
their growing impact on today’s energy production moti-
vated different branches of science to make contributions
in price reduction, energy quality and market competence
of renewables. After a huge breakthrough and an average
growth rate of 26% in last 5 years, wind energy today is a
well-established technology with total world installed ca-
pacity of approximately 238 GW at the end of 2011 [1].

Remote locations are best suitable for wind turbines op-
eration because of low-turbulent and strong winds. This
introduces difficult and expensive maintenance procedures
and rises availability concerns. Several fault-tolerant con-
trol algorithms have been introduced in [2] and they mostly
propose different kinds of redundancies for sensors and
electronic components. Focus here is on generator elec-
tromechanical faults, which are besides gearbox and power
converters faults the most common in wind turbine sys-
tems [3]. Following the rising share of direct-drive wind
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turbines (18% of the market in 2010 [1]) and thereby the
usage of more complex and more fault-prone generators,
the focus on generator faults in wind turbines is expected
to further increase.

Due to the lowest failure rate among all kinds of ma-
chines [3], many already installed wind turbines have a
squirrel-cage induction generator (SCIG). In our recent pa-
pers [4] and [5] we proposed a general idea of fault-tolerant
control algorithm for generator electromechanical faults
and its application in suppressing the rotor-bar defect in
SCIGs. Algorithm is based on proper extension of widely
adopted control strategies used in wind turbines, mainly on
torque control loop with field-oriented control (FOC).

Focus of this paper is to research and develop a fault-
tolerant control strategy for stator winding isolation faults
that cause about 30% of machine faults [6–11] and are
common for both asynchronous and synchronous ma-
chines used in wind turbines (doubly-fed induction genera-
tor, squirrel-cage induction generator, synchronous gener-
ator with wound rotor, synchronous generator with perma-
nent magnets). A modulation of the generator flux using
already available control system is introduced in order to
suppress the fault propagation and to keep the electrical en-
ergy production possible under emergency circumstances.

There are two main issues connected with stator flux
modulation for suppressing stator isolation faults:

• very slow dynamics of rotor-flux transients,

• modulation procedure needs to be performed with the
high frequency of voltage supplied to the machine sta-
tor.

Another undesirable effect of machine electromechan-
ical faults is the introduction of additional asymmetries in
the machine. Stator inter-turn short circuit affects the mag-
netizing flux in the machine air-gap and causes appreciable
torque oscillations. This degrades whole wind turbine sys-
tem performance and, depending on the generator mount-
ing in the nacelle, possibly enhances material fatigue. A
method based on variable leakage inductance that takes
into account machine asymmetries in the FOC procedure
is proposed in [12]. An approach of utilizing the existing
FOC variables estimation algorithm to include asymmetry
detection based on an unscented Kalman filter is proposed.
This paper applies the proposed method for the case of sta-
tor inter-turn isolation fault and achieves smooth generator
operation in the faulty conditions. A similar work related
to the asymmetries caused by SCIG rotor-bar faults is [13].

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
the mathematical model of a variable-speed variable-pitch
wind turbine, as well as its most-widely-adopted control
strategy. The stator inter-turn isolation fault is briefly de-
scribed in Section 3. In Section 4 a mathematical model

of an SCIG is described explaining the theoretical basis
used to form the wind turbine control system extension. A
fault-tolerant approach and control algorithm that enables
wind turbine operation under stator isolation fault is pro-
posed and described in Section 5. A method for obtaining
FOC variables based on unscented Kalman filter is pre-
sented in Section 6. Control of induction machine that im-
proves asymmetric machine performance is described in
Section 7. Section 8 provides simulation results for the
case of 700 kW wind turbine.

2 WIND TURBINE CONTROL SYSTEM

Modern variable-speed variable-pitch wind turbines
operate in two different regions. One is so-called low-
wind-speed region where torque control loop adjusts the
generator torque to achieve desired wind turbine rotational
speed in order to make the power production optimal. The
other region is high-wind-speed region where the power
output is maintained constant while reducing the aerody-
namic torque and keeping generator speed at the rated
value. For this task a blade-pitch control loop is respon-
sible. Both control loops are shown in Fig. 1

+-
PITCH servo
& controller

SPEED
controller

TORQUE
controller

WIND

GENERATOR
& INVERTER

FOC +*Tg Tg

ω

*ω β*β

ω

ω

Fig. 1. Control system of a variable-speed variable-pitch
wind turbine

The ability of a wind turbine to capture wind energy is
expressed through a power coefficient CP which is defined
as the ratio of extracted power Pt to wind power PV :

CP =
Pt
PV

. (1)

The maximum value of CP , known as Betz limit, is
CPmax = 16

27 = 0.593. It defines the maximum theoretical
capability of wind power capture. The real power coeffi-
cient of modern commercial wind turbines reaches values
of about 0.48 [14]. Power coefficient data is usually given
as a function of the tip-speed-ratio λ and pitch angle β
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(Fig. 2). Turbine power and torque are given by [15], [16]:

Pt = CP (λ, β)PV =
1

2
ρR2πCP (λ, β)V 3, (2)

Tt =
Pt
ω

=
1

2
ρR3πCQ(λ, β)V 2, (3)

where CQ = CP /λ, ρ, R, V and ω are torque coefficient,
air density, radius of the aerodynamic disk of a wind tur-
bine, wind speed and the angular speed of blades, respec-
tively, and λ = ωR

V . For more information about wind tur-
bine modelling and control system design see [14–17].

CPmax
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Fig. 2. Power a) and torque b) coefficients for an exemplary
700 kW variable-pitch turbine

3 STATOR ISOLATION FAULT

Some of the most common causes of stator isolation
faults are moisture in the isolation, winding overheating,
or vibrations (especially due to fallen stator slot wedge).
Modern voltage-source inverters also introduce additional
voltage stress on the inter-turn isolation caused by the
steep-fronted voltage surge [7], [8].

There are two main kinds of stator faults (Fig. 3). One
is the isolation fault and short circuit between two differ-
ent machine phases. The time elapsed between fault oc-
currence and triggered safety device is about one third of
a second. If there is a short circuit between turns of the
same phase the time elapsed between incipient fault and
triggered safety device is about several minutes or even
much longer, depending on the stator winding method [9].
This may give enough time for fault detection and adequate
autonomous reaction provided by control system to sup-
press the fault from further spreading on other generator
and wind turbine components.

...

a  a a  b

Fig. 3. Sketch of a stator slot including two turns of the
same phase (aa) and two turns of different phases (ab)

The fault is manifested as a shorted turn in the phase
winding with very low resistance. It results in high cur-
rents that flow through that turn and cause machine torque
reduction and local overheating. The goal of considered
fault-tolerant control is to keep the current in the shorted
turn below its rated value and stop the fault from spreading
on other components. This causes the wind turbine to op-
erate at below-rated power but protects the generator un-
til scheduled repair. This is very important for remotely-
located wind turbines since the shorted turns induce lo-
cal overheating and further spreading of the fault up to the
point where the whole generator needs to be replaced.

The change of stator resistances due to occurred inter-
turn fault is negligible (below 1% change). The change in
fundamental wave inductances is also very small (1-2%
change), however, it has a noticeable effect on the instanta-
neous value of the leakage inductance. The leakage induc-
tance comprises all fundamental wave inductances masked
in a mutual product and therefore results in much greater
change (up to 10%), which can be observed with a fault-
detection algorithm. Shorted phase has its own resistance
and inductance and affects the main flux in the machine
air-gap. Detection procedure developed in [10] is based on
observing these changes at transient excitation caused by
inverter pulses.

4 MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF AN INDUCTION
MACHINE

Mathematical model of an AC squirrel-cage induction
machine can be represented in the two-phase (d, q) rotating
coordinate system [18–20]:

ūs = Rsīs +
dψ̄s
dt

+ jωeψ̄s, (4)

0 = Rr īr +
dψ̄r
dt

+ j(ωe − ωr)ψ̄r, (5)

where bar notation represents a complex (d, q) vector, sub-
script s stator variables, subscript r rotor variables, i cur-
rents and R resistances. In a common rotating coordinate
system stator variables are rotating with speed ωe = 2πf
and rotor variables with speed ωe−pωg , where f is the fre-
quency of the AC voltage supplied to the stator, ωg is the
speed of rotor, and p is the number of machine pole pairs.
Flux linkages ψ̄s and ψ̄r are given by:

ψ̄s = Lsīs + Lmīr, (6)
ψ̄r = Lmīs + Lr īr, (7)

where Ls = Lsσ + Lm is stator inductance, Lr = Lrσ +
Lm is rotor inductance, and Lm is mutual inductance. Pa-
rameters Lsσ and Lrσ are stator and rotor flux leakage in-
ductances, respectively.
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By perturbing relations (4)-(7) and by fixing the rotor
flux linkage to d axis (ψ̄r = ψrd), a rotor field-oriented
control (RFOC) equations are obtained:

imr =
ψrd
Lm

, (8)

isd = imr + Tr
dimr

dt
, (9)

ωsl = ωe − pωg, (10)

Tg =
3

2
p
L2
m

Lr
imrisq = kmimrisq, (11)

where imr is the magnetizing current that creates the rotor
flux, Tr = Lr

Rr
is the rotor time constant, ωsl =

isq
Trimr

is the
slip speed and Tg is the electromagnetic torque. The torque
is controlled only by q stator current component because
magnetizing current vector imr is dependent on the time
lag Tr and is therefore kept constant in the sub-nominal
speed operating region.

Voltage-controlled machine (Fig. 4) is usually more
suitable than the current-controlled so by eliminating ψs
and ir, and by introducing (8) in (4)-(7), stator voltage vec-
tor components usd and usq are obtained:

usd = ksisd + Ll
disd
dt

+

(
Ll
Tr
− Ls
Tr

)
imr − ωeLlisq, (12)

usq = Rsisq + Ll
disq
dt
− ωe (Ll − Ls) imr + ωeLlisd, (13)

where Ll = (Ls− L2
m

Lr
) and ks = (Rs− Ll

Tr
+ Ls

Tr
). Param-

eter Ll denotes the leakage inductance. Relations (12) and
(13) show that d and q coordinates are not fully decoupled
and changing the voltage value in one axis affects also the
other. By introducing correction voltages ∆usd and ∆usq ,
fully decoupled relations are derived:

usd + ∆usd = ksisd + Ll
disd
dt

, (14)

usq + ∆usq = Rsisq + Ll
disq
dt

, (15)

with

∆usd =
1

Tr

L2
m

Lr
imr + ωeLlisq, (16)

∆usq = −ωe
L2
m

Lr
imr − ωeLlisd. (17)

These equations are now suitable for further design of
the control loop and proportional-integral (PI) controllers
are chosen with integral time constants TId = Ll/ks for d-
current, TIq = Ll/Rs for q-current and gain Kr. Finally,
closed loop dynamics can now be represented as a first-
order lag system with transfer function:

isd(s)

i∗sd(s)
=
isq(s)

i∗sq(s)
=

1

1 + τs
, (18)

where τ is a time constant defined with τ = Ll

Kr
.

isd,isq

ic
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-

estimation  
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Fig. 4. Field-oriented control loop

5 FAULT-TOLERANT CONTROL

In order to stop the fault from spreading the current
flowing through shorted turns must be kept below nomi-
nal value, as stated before. The current flow is caused by
induced voltage due to variable magnetic flux. Therefore
the current can be restricted with manipulation of magnetic
flux. In the three-phase coordinate system (a, b, c) stator
voltage equation is defined with:

usx = isxRs +
dψsx

dt
≈ dψsx

dt
, (19)

where x denotes one of the phases. Generally, the stator
flux is considered sine-wave (in the fundamental-wave ap-
proaches, such as FOC) with amplitude |ψs|, angular fre-
quency ωe and phase offset ϕx. The flux in phases a, b, c is
represented with:

ψsx(t) = |ψs|(t) sin(ωet+ ϕx). (20)

Flux amplitude envelope denoted with |ψs|(t) in (20)
is time-variable and must be taken into account when cal-
culating the flux derivative for fault suppression:

dψsx(t)

dt
=

d|ψs|(t)
dt

sin(ωet)+|ψs|(t)ωe cos(ωet). (21)

The goal for suppressing the fault is formed as a re-
stricted value of flux derivative:

∣∣∣∣
dψsx

dt

∣∣∣∣ ≤ k. (22)

The value k is determined based on fault identification pro-
cedure through machine fault monitoring and characterisa-
tion techniques [10]. Following from (19) this restricts the
induced voltage in the faulted turns and consequently also
the circulating currents responsible for local overheating.

Considering the design of fault-tolerant control strat-
egy, one approach is to keep |ψs| constant at the nominal
value and use wind turbine pitch control to restrict ωg and
consequently ωe never to exceed maximum allowed value
defined with product |ψs|ωe (Fig. 5, Faulty A waveform).
Other approach is to use constant but weakened flux ψs
such that |ψs|ωe is kept below value of k. Wind turbine
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pitch control is again used to lower the aerodynamic torque
in order to impose the torque balance. The weakened flux
is shown in Fig. 5 as Faulty B waveform. In both cases, flux
amplitude is kept constant at some value. Both approaches
lower the generator power production significantly and
possibly unnecessarily. In the sequel we present a method
for significantly improving the wind turbine power produc-
tion while suppressing the fault at the same time.

From (22) it follows that in order to stop the fault from
spreading, the stator flux waveform must never be allowed
to exceed a restriction shaped as a triangular waveform |kt|
shown in Fig. 5 (dash-dot). The restriction also represents
the flux waveform that enables maximum power produc-
tion in the faulty machine state. Therefore, our goal is to
utilize the existing control strategy and FOC to achieve that
triangular waveform.

An appropriate flux amplitude envelope is chosen such
that

∣∣∣dψsx

dt

∣∣∣ = k is ensured (for phase a with ϕa = 0):

|ψs|(t) =
k
ωe
ωet

sin(ωet)
, (23)

with minimum absolute value at angles ωet = 0, π, ..., and
maximum at ωet = π/2, 3π/2...:

|ψs|(0) = k
ωe
,

|ψs|
(
π
2

)
= k

ωe

π
2 .

(24)

With modulated amplitude (23) the flux waveform from
(20) obtains the form:

ψsa(t) = kt, t ∈ [− π
2ωe

, π
2ωe

]

ψsa(t) = −kt+ kπ, t ∈ [ π
2ωe

, 3π
2ωe

]
(25)

Transformed to the (d, q) and RFOC domain, stator
flux linkage is defined with ψ̄s = ψsd + jψsq where:

ψsd = Llisd + Lm

Lr
ψrd,

ψsq = Llisq,
(26)

and relation |ψs| =
√
ψ2
sd + ψ2

sq holds.

Healthy and faulty A

Faulty B

Faulty C

ωet

ψsa

π

ψsn

Fig. 5. Stator flux waveforms for healthy and faulty ma-
chine

Changing the ψrd is very slow due to large rotor time-
lag Tr, so we choose to manipulate the flux ψsx only
through machine fast dynamics (18). Proper values of cur-
rent components isd and isq are chosen to achieve the tri-
angular form in Fig. 5 while taking into account that |is|
must not exceed predefined nominal value isn. With this
approach, minimum and maximum achievable fluxes are
for the case when isq is set to zero and isd to rated value of
machine stator currents amplitude ∓isn:

ψs_min,max = ∓Llisn +
Lm
Lr

ψrd. (27)

However, desired machine torque and corresponding isq
must also be included into consideration. Due to saturation,
the maximum flux is also restricted with the rated value
of the stator flux. The value of ψrd is considered constant
during the manipulation of stator flux. In practice it is influ-
enced by changing the isd current and it slowly fluctuates
around mean value of the chosen ψrd.

If parameter k from the fault condition (22) is too large
or chosen ψrd value limits the freedom for desired fast
dynamics, desired amplitude scope shown in Fig. 6 with
peak values (24) is not achievable. Therefore the minimum
value is set to ψs_min and when the amplitude envelope
|ψs|(t) reaches value of ψs_max (at time instant tm) it is
fixed to that value. Stator flux takes the form presented as
Faulty C in Fig. 5. The amplitude envelope is shown in
Fig. 6 with dashed line representing the case when trian-
gular waveform is achievable and full line for the case of
Faulty C waveform. The time instant tm can be obtained
from condition:

ktm = ψs_max sin(ωetm). (28)

Considering (21), influence of the static part
|ψs|(t)ωe cos(ωet) of equation is examined. Deriva-
tive of flux amplitude envelope (23) from Fig. 6 is:

d|ψs|(t)
dt

= k
sin(ωet)− ωet cos(ωet)

sin2(ωet)
. (29)

ωet

|ψs|(t)

ψs_max

ψs_min

k
ωe
π
2

π
2

πωetm

Fig. 6. Flux amplitude from (23) for achieving
∣∣∣dψs

dt

∣∣∣ ≤ k
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The flux amplitude derivative reaches its maximum value
of k at time instant t = π

2ωe
. By putting (23) and (29) into

(21) the condition (22) is satisfied.
As the q-current is responsible for maintaining the con-

stant torque, the d-current dynamics determines, according
to (26), the dynamics of |ψs|(t). Fastest achievable tran-
sient of isd is determined with inverter limitation. Consid-
ering the worst case scenario and a typical value of Udc in
wind turbines, even the maximum stator flux derivative at
t = π

2ωe
is achievable and this issue is not explicitly treated

in the derived FTC.
Desired generator torque reference T ∗g dictated by the

wind turbine torque control loop determines adequate
value of ωe and imr (or ψrd) used to achieve correct
ψs_min and ψs_max. Current references i∗sd and i∗sq are then
calculated to obtain desired stator flux wave. The algorithm
is given in the Algorithm 1 and schematically in Fig. 7.

Algorithm 1 Fault-tolerant control for stator isolation fault

1. Calculate stator flux mean value ψs_mean from Fig. 6,
corresponding imr_mean and isq_mean using (10), (11)
and (26) with instantaneous torque reference T ∗g , steady
state condition isd = imr and rated slip condition ωsl =
ωsln;

2. Obtain ωe from (10) and instantaneous speed ωg;

3. Obtain ψs_min from (24);

4. If obtained ψs_mean < ψs_min apply simple flux weak-
ening method with i∗sd = imr_mean, else apply the flux
modulation:

5. Find tm and ψs_max from obtained ψs_mean and (23);

6. Apply i∗sd(t) calculated from k, ωe, ψs_max, (23) and
(26); apply i∗sq(t) calculated from T ∗g , imr_mean and
(11);

7. Initialization of FTC: Set ωg1 = ωgn and execute
steps 1-6 until ψs_max ≤ k

ωe

π
2 from (24). Decrease ωg1

by small value εω at each iteration; set ω∗g equal to the
obtained ωg1 at the last iteration.

For less computational effort, step 6 is executed at each
discrete time step while steps 1-5 are executed once in ev-
ery stator flux modulation period (Fig. 6). Steps 1-5 re-
quire solving of simple algebraic equations i.e. quadratic
and square root equations but can be simplified even more
by using look-up tables. Initialization of the algorithm is
executed only once when a fault is diagnosed and can also
be obtained from look-up table ωg1(k).

Using the described method, an exemplary graph of
available speed-torque points under machine fault is shown

in Fig. 8. Normal operation of the healthy generator is
bounded with rated machine torque Tgn and rated speed
ωgn and pitch control is responsible to keep the operating
point between boundaries. The curve denoted with Opti-
mum power represents optimal operating points of wind
turbine at which the power factor coefficient Cp and power
production is at maximum value.

For the case of diagnosed fault, dashed area denotes all
available generator torque values that can be achieved for
certain generator speed. Generator torque denoted with Tf
is the largest available torque that can be achieved under
fault condition for certain speed. Below speed ω∗g gener-
ator is operating in the safety region and no fault-tolerant
control is needed. It follows that up to the speed ωg1 it
is possible to control the wind turbine in the faulty case
without sacrificing power production. However, from that
speed onwards it is necessary to use blades pitching in or-
der to limit the aerodynamic torque and to keep the power
production below optimal in order to suppress the fault
from spreading. The speed control loop is modified such
that instead of reference ωgn the reference ωg1 is selected.
Interventions in classical wind turbine control that ensure
fault-tolerant control are given in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 8. Available torque-speed generator operating points
under fault condition (shaded area)
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ψs_mean   ψs_min < Apply flux weakening:
isd  = imr_mean*

Apply flux modulation:
obtain tm and ψs_max from

ψs_mean and (23)

Calculate isd  from (23) and (26)
using k, ωe, tm, ψs_max and imr_mean

*

END

To classical control loop
          FOC + INVERTER

* *isd, isq

Calculate isq  from (11),
Tg  and imr_mean

*
*

ωg*

isq,imr Estimates

Fig. 7. State flow of the FTC algorithm and algorithm initialization FTC0 (Step 7 in Algorithm 1)

6 ESTIMATION OF FIELD-ORIENTED CON-
TROL VARIABLES

In this paper a dual unscented Kalman filter (UKF) is
used for FOC variables estimation because of its proficient
ability to cope with hard nonlinearities. The UKF repre-
sents a novel approach for estimations in nonlinear sys-
tems and provides better results than extended Kalman fil-
ter (EKF) in terms of mean estimate and estimate covari-
ance [21].

The core idea of UKF lies in unscented transforma-
tion, way of representing and propagating Gaussian ran-
dom variables (GRV) through a nonlinear mapping. The
unscented transformation enables better capturing of mean
and covariance of GRVs than simple point-linearization
of the mapping: posterior mean and covariance are accu-
rate to the second order of the Taylor series expansion for
any nonlinearity. More information about the unscented
Kalman filter theory can be found in [21] and [22] while
different applications of UKF are presented in [23–25].

6.1 Stochastic induction machine model

Machine model states in common (d, q) reference
frame are isd and isq stator currents, magnetizing current
imr and position of the magnetic flux ρ. Mathematical
model used for state estimation of the symmetric machine
via UKF is:

disd
dt

=
1

Ll
usd +

1

Ll
∆usd −

ks
Ll
isd + v1, (30)

disq
dt

=
1

Ll
usq +

1

Ll
∆usq −

Rs
Ll
isq + v2, (31)

dimr
dt

=
1

Tr
(isd − imr) + v3, (32)

dρ

dt
= pωg +

1

Tr

isq
imr

+ v4, (33)

where variables v1,..,4 denote process noise.

For reliable estimation of isd and isq currents, the de-
pendency on flux angle ρ has to be included in relations
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(30) and (31). It can be done by introducing line voltages
in (a, b, c) coordinate system and by applying Park’s and
Clark’s transform [18], which results in:

usd = 2
3uab cos ρ+

(
1
3 cos ρ+

√
3
3 sin ρ

)
ubc,

usq = − 2
3uab sin ρ+

(
− 1

3 sin ρ+
√
3
3 cos ρ

)
ubc.

(34)

Inputs vector for the UKF is therefore chosen to include
line voltages coming out from FOC and measured genera-
tor speed:

u = [uab ubc ωg]
T
. (35)

Stator currents are usually measured in electrical ma-
chine applications and they are therefore used in UKF
states correction procedure. Since the state vector x =
[isd isq imr ρ]T is in (d, q) coordinates and mea-
surements are in (a, b, c) coordinates, inverse Clark’s and
Park’s transforms are applied and measurement vector is
chosen as y = [ia ib]

T :

ia =isd cos ρ− isq sin ρ+ n1,

ib =isd

(
−1

2
cos ρ+

√
3

2
sin ρ

)
+ (36)

+ isq

(
1

2
sin ρ+

√
3

2
cos ρ

)
+ n2,

where n1 and n2 denote measurement noise.

6.2 Unscented Kalman filter algotithm

The UKF itself is shortly described next. The estimated
state vector x̂k in a discrete time-instant k is augmented to
include means of process and measurement noise v̄ and n̄:

x̂ak = E(xak) =
[
x̂Tk v̄ n̄

]T
, (37)

where E(·) denotes the expectation of a random variable.
State covariance matrix Pk is also augmented accordingly:

Pak = E
(
(xak − x̂ak)T (xak − x̂ak)

)
=




Pk 0 0
0 Rv 0
0 0 Rn


 ,

(38)
where Rv and Rn are process and measurement noise
covariance matrices, respectively. Time update algorithm
starts with the unscented transformation and by forming
the sigma points matrix X ak :

X ak =
[
x̂ak x̂ak + γ

√
Pak x̂ak − γ

√
Pak

]
. (39)

Variable
√
Pak is the lower-triangular Cholesky factoriza-

tion of matrix Pak and γ =
√
L+ λ is a scaling factor.

Parameter L is the dimension of augmented state xak and
parameter λ determines the spread of sigma points around
the current estimate, calculated as:

λ = α2 (L+ κ)− L. (40)

Parameter α is usually set to a small positive value e.g.
10−4 ≤ α ≤ 1 and κ is usually set to 1. There are 2L + 1
sigma points used for the transformation, which corre-

spond to the columns inX ak =
[
(X xk )

T
(X vk )

T
(Xnk )

T
]T

.
Time-update equations used to calculate prediction of

state x̂−k+1 and state covariance P−k+1 as well as prediction
of output ŷ−k+1 are:

X xi,k+1|k = F
(
X xi,k, uk,X vi,k

)
, i = 0, ..., 2L, (41)

x̂−k+1 =

2L∑

i=0

W
(m)
i X xi,k+1|k, (42)

P−k+1 =

2L∑

i=0

W
(c)
i

(
X xi,k+1|k − x̂−k+1

)
×

(
X xi,k+1|k − x̂−k+1

)T
, (43)

Yi,k+1|k = H
(
X xi,k+1|k,Xni,k

)
, i = 0, ..., 2L, (44)

ŷ−k+1 =

2L∑

i=0

W
(m)
i Yi,k+1|k, (45)

where i is the index of columns in matrix X ak (and also in
X xk ,X vk ,Xnk ) starting from value zero. Function F (·) is the
model vector function from (30)-(33) where the next state
is obtained by Runge-Kutta numerical integration. Func-
tion H(·) represent measurements from (36). Weights for
mean and covariance calculations are given by:

W
(m)
0 = λ

(L+λ) ,

W
(c)
0 = λ

(L+λ) +
(
1− α2 + β

)
,

W
(m)
i = W

(c)
i = λ

2(L+λ) , i = 1, ..., 2L.

(46)

For Gaussian distributions, β = 2 is optimal.
Measurement update algorithm is performed in the

similar way as in classical Kalman filter but requires also
output covariance matrix Pỹk+1ỹk+1

and cross-covariance
matrix Px̃k+1ỹk+1

:

Pỹk+1ỹk+1
=

2L∑

i=0

W
(c)
i

(
Yi,k+1|k − ŷ−k+1

)
×

(
Yi,k+1|k − ŷ−k+1

)T
, (47)

Px̃k+1ỹk+1
=

2L∑

i=0

W
(c)
i

(
X xi,k+1|k − x̂−k+1

)
×

(
Yi,k+1|k − ŷ−k+1

)T
, (48)
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followed by the correction of predicted states and covari-
ance:

Kk+1 = Px̃k+1ỹk+1
P−1ỹk+1ỹk+1

, (49)

x̂k+1 = x̂−k+1 + Kk+1

(
yk+1 − ŷ−k+1

)
, (50)

Pk+1 = P−k+1 −Kk+1Pỹk+1ỹk+1
KT
k+1. (51)

where Kk is Kalman gain matrix.

At the time-instant k measurement update is executed
first. It results in current estimates which may be used
for the control algorithm, i.e. to obtain the current input
uk. These two parts are time-critical in the on-line im-
plementation. They are followed by time-update algorithm
part which should be finished by the next sampling instant
(k + 1) when new measurements arrive.

An attractive feature of UKF is that partial derivatives
and Jacobian matrix (like in EKF) are not needed and
continuous-time nonlinear dynamics equations are directly
used in the filter, without discretization or linearization.
Therefore, equations (30)-(33) and Runge-Kutta numerical
integration algorithm are used for calculating predictions
of states.

7 CONTROL OF ASYMMETRIC INDUCTION
MACHINE

Assuming the fault is suppressed and machine can op-
erate safely, influence of the modified flux and correspond-
ing torque modulation due to shorted turns still remains. In
Section 4 a widely-adopted RFOC algorithm is described.
It provides very good results and satisfying performance of
a nearly symmetrical machine. Several modifications can
be applied to further improve its performance. Often ap-
plied one is to consider machine saliencies by choosing
different values of stator inductances in d and q axes [18].
Also a lot of effort is currently put into finding adequate
solution for sensorless drives [26, 27].

In the sequel, an RFOC algorithm for asymmetric ma-
chine is proposed. The algorithm is conceived as an ex-
tension of the previously described method for symmetric
machine control.

7.1 Model of the asymmetry

For symmetric fundamental-wave machine the tran-
sient leakage inductance is the same for all phases and so
far the parameter Ll was implied to be constant. Due to
occurred asymmetry in the machine, the transient leakage
inductance is no longer the same for all phases and can be
represented with a complex value denoted with L̄l,t. It is
composed of a scalar offset value Loffset and a complex
value L̄mod. The offset value represents the symmetric part
while complex value includes induced asymmetry with its

magnitude and spatial direction. More about this approach
can be found in [10,28,29]. In stator reference frame leak-
age inductance Ll,t is represented as:

L̄l,t = Loffset + L̄mod, L̄mod = Lmod · ej2γ . (52)

The angle γ = ωet+ϕ corresponds to the current location
of the stator fault with respect to the magnetizing flux. The
frequency is doubled due to effects of both north and south
magnetic field poles per single flux revolution period.

Every machine in normal operation has inherent
asymmetries, which are the result of spatial saturation,
anisotropy, saliencies etc. The most conspicuous one is
the saturation saliency that arises from the spatial distri-
bution of the fundamental wave along the stator circumfer-
ences [10]. The period is also twice as of the fundamen-
tal wave. This particular inherent asymmetry is dependent
on the flux magnitude and load amount and can be notice-
able in normal machine operation. Another asymmetry is
caused by slot openings in the rotor lamination and its pe-
riod corresponds to the number of rotor bars.

For the fault detection procedure and machine diagnos-
tics, it is important to segregate different causes of asym-
metries and observe the influence of each. From the con-
trol viewpoint, the total leakage inductance is included in
the control procedure as a representative value in which
all contributions from different asymmetry causes are re-
flected in the fundamental-wave model, including the fault-
induced ones.

7.2 Field-oriented control for asymmetric induction
machine

By transferring to the common reference frame the
leakage inductance can be represented with:

L̄l,t = Lld + j · Llq, (53)

where Lld = Loffset + Lmod cos(2γ), and Llq =
Lmod sin(2γ).

The leakage inductance from (53) is put into induction
machine stator and rotor voltage equations (4) and (5) and
linear transformations of equalities are performed in the
same manner as for the case of deriving conventional sym-
metric FOC equations. Result is the mathematical model
of the asymmetric induction machine based on the variable
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leakage inductance approach:

usd =kaisd + La
disd
dt
− Llq
Lld

usq +
Llq
Lld

Rsisq−

− ωeLaisq +

(
La
Tr
− Ls
Tr

)
imr + ωe

Llq
Lld

Lsimr,

(54)

usq =Rsisq + La
disq
dt

+
Llq
Lld

usd −
Llq
Lld

(
Rs +

Ls
Tr

)
isd+

+ ωeLaisd +
Llq
Lld

Ls
Tr
imr − ωe(La − Ls)imr,

(55)

where ka = (Rs−La

Tr
+Ls

Tr
) andLa =

(
Lld +

L2
lq

Lld

)
. In the

same way as in symmetric FOC, the decoupling method
is applied. By introducing correction voltages ∆usd and
∆usq , fully decoupled relations are derived:

usd + ∆usd = kaisd + La
disd
dt

, (56)

usq + ∆usq = Rsisq + La
disq
dt

. (57)

It may be observed that relations (56) and (57) have the
same form as for the case of symmetric machine (14) and
(15), and therefore the same controller structure can be
applied. Decoupling voltages of the asymmetric machine
model are:

∆usd =
Llq
Lld

usq −
Llq
Lld

Rsisq + ωeLaisq−

−
(
La
Tr
− Ls
Tr

)
imr − ωe

Llq
Lld

Lsimr, (58)

∆usq =− Llq
Lld

usd +

(
Llq
Lld

Rs +
Llq
Lld

Ls
Tr

)
isd−

− ωeLaisd −
Llq
Lld

Ls
Tr
imr + ωe(La − Ls)imr.

(59)

Equations (54)-(59) represent the mathematical model
for an asymmetric induction machine. With complex leak-
age inductance from (52) and (53), influence of the shorted
phase is respected in machine control. Change of stator
resistance Rs and inductance Ls due to inter-turn short-
circuit is neglected as described in Section 3. With Lld =
Loffset = Ll and Llq = 0 above relations are valid for
symmetric machine as well and they obtain the same form
as in (12)-(17).

In the same manner, PI controller parameters are cho-
sen with integral time constants TIda = La/ka for d-
current, TIqa = La/Rs for q-current. Index ’a’ denotes
controller parameters in case of detected asymmetry. PI
controller gain Kra is selected with respect to the desired

transient velocity and inverter constraints. Control system
block scheme remains the same as in Fig. 4.

The way of detecting the true value of leakage in-
ductance L̄l,t under asymmetric machine conditions de-
termines how much the system performance is improved
with the new FOC algorithm. A method of high-sensitive
detection that is based on investigation of machine behav-
ior on transient excitation caused by inverter switching is
proposed in [29] and further developed in [10].

The FOC algorithm is based on precisely determined
flux angle, which is needed for coordinate system transfor-
mations. Control algorithm therefore includes an observer
and Kalman filter is one of the common approaches. With
the goal of minimum modifications to the conventional
FOC control algorithm, the existing Kalman filter is ex-
tended to provide estimation of the leakage inductance. By
applying this approach, the minimum computational time
increase is achieved.

7.3 Estimation of the variable transient leakage

For the purpose of simultaneous parameter estimation
in the model (30)-(33), the UKF from Section 6 is extended
into so-called dual UKF configuration. Parameters in the
dual Kalman filter implementation approach are estimated
with a separate filter (Fig. 10). This way two state vectors
are formed: x = [isd isq imr ρ]T and θ = [θ1 θ2]T ,
where θ1 = ϕ and θ2 = Lmod, and two estimation algo-
rithms are executed sequentially at each sampling instant.
Whole control system is presented in Fig. 11. An example
of dual Kalman filter configuration well-known in electri-
cal drives community is a ’braided’ Kalman filter [30].

Magnetic flux rotational speed is calculated from states
estimation using (10) and together with θ1 location of the
asymmetry γ in the (d, q) frame can be obtained. Consid-
ering (52) and (53), the complex value of L̄l,t (and corre-

States
time update

States
measur. update

Param.
time update

Param.
measur. update

xk
^ -

θk
^ - θk

^

xk
^

predictioncorrection

yk Controller
uk

xk+1
^ -

θk+1
^ -

xk-1
^

Fig. 10. Dual unscented Kalman filter scheme. Subscript
’k’ represents the current time step. Hat notation is used
for calculated variables and uppercase ’-’ is for predicted
variables.
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isd,isq

ic
ib
ia

IM

UKF

+

-
C

ωg

(d,q)

(a,b,c)

ρ

uab,ubc
ia,ib

*isd,isq* usd,usq* * uabc*

θ1,θ2

Fig. 11. Field-oriented control loop with dual unscented
Kalman filter (’UKF’). Block ’C’ represents the controller,
block ’IM’ is the squirrel-cage induction machine. Vari-
ables denoted with uppercase star ’∗’ are reference values.

sponding Lld and Llq) is completely determined with θ1
(related to γ) and θ2.

This way, only asymmetries with the period that cor-
responds to doubled frequency of the flux rotation are
respected in operation. For this case, this refers to the
stator-isolation-fault-induced asymmetry and the satura-
tion saliency inherent one.

8 SIMULATION RESULTS

This section provides simulation results for a 700 kW
MATLAB/Simulink variable-speed variable-pitch wind
turbine model with a two-pole 5.5 kW SCIG scaled to
match the torque and power of 700 kW machine.

Generator parameters are: Ls = Lr = 0.112 H,
Lm = 0.11 H, Rs = 0.3304 Ω, Rr = 0.2334 Ω and
PI controller gain is Kr = 10. Turbine parameters are:
CPmax = 0.4745, R = 25 m, λopt = 7.4, ωn = 29
rpm, Ttn = 230.5 kNm with gearbox ratio ns = 105.77.
Stator flux rated value is ψsn = 0.625 Wb and sample
time is chosen Ts = 2 · 10−4 s. Moment of inertia of
wind turbine and generator, reduced to the generator side
is J = 72.11 kgm2. Due to minor influence, inverter dy-
namics are neglected in simulations.

In the sequel simulation results with diagnosed fault
and

∣∣∣dψsx

dt

∣∣∣ = k = 100 Wb/s are presented. The stator
flux is manipulated only by isd as presented in Fig. 12.
The isq current is modulated to compensate the variations
in imr due to rapid changing of isd in order to maintain the
smooth torque as shown in Fig. 17. Torque ripple occurs
only due to measurement noise included in simulations.

Stator flux amplitude envelope from (23) is shown in
Fig. 13 and corresponding stator flux waveforms in phases
a, b, c are shown in Fig. 15. Following from figures, the
required restriction formed as described triangular wave-
form is satisfied in shorted phase (phase a). Phase currents
calculated to achieve desired flux waveforms are shown in

Fig. 14. Currents follow a sinusoidal shape with deviations
at peak values. With better tracking performance of isd
with respect to the reference value in Fig. 12 or by com-
pensation of the reference value with included prediction
procedure, more symmetric waveforms of flux, as well as
those of currents, in phases a, b, c can be achieved.

Fig. 16 shows flux derivatives in all three phases. The
figure shows that flux-derivative in the faulty phase never
exceeds the imposed limit of k = 100 Wb/s.

Possible operating areas for different FTC approaches
(from Fig. 5) are presented in Fig. 18. Maximum attain-
able power production for k = 100 Wb/s is approximately:
164 kW for Faulty A, 241 kW for Faulty B and 318 kW for
Faulty C approach. Increase in power production with pro-
posed flux modulation is evident.
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0

5

10

15

Direct current component isd (A)

Time (s)
35.03 35.04 35.05 35.06 35.07 35.08

Fig. 12. Direct current component. Dashed line is refer-
ence value.
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Stator flux magnitude (Wb)

Fig. 13. Stator flux magnitude |ψs|(t)

9 CONCLUSION
A fault-tolerant control strategy for variable-speed

variable-pitch wind turbines is introduced. The focus is on
a squirrel-cage generator with diagnosed short-circuit be-
tween turns of the same phase on the stator. An extension
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Fig. 14. Stator phase currents
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Fig. 16. Stator flux derivative in phases a, b, c

of the conventional wind turbine control structure is pro-
posed that prevents the fault propagation and enables faulty
wind turbine operation with reduced power. The power de-
livery under fault is deteriorated as less as possible com-
pared to healthy machine conditions. Conventional field-
oriented control is extended to achieve smooth operation
regardless of fault-induced asymmetries.
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Fig. 17. Generator rotational speed and torque on the wind
turbine rotor side
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Fig. 18. Possible operating areas for different FTC ap-
proaches
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